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SKU CODE:
T304

Packing
Inner packing Qty
1 pc/ Box
Outer Carton Packing Qty
1 sets/Carton

Ean Code on box:
5061004712141

W

62976 lm
Total Lumens

600W Number of 
LED Beads 

6500K

K
120°

3204pcs

Number of 
LED Tubes

57 pcs

Features
Unique hexagonal combination design, stylish appearance, no flicker, no glare with a colour temperature 
of 6500K. It brings a daylight-like lighting experience to your garage by reproducing the true colour of 
your car showroom or objects better than other hexagonal garage lights.

The tube is wider, the light-emitting surface is larger and brighter, Wider range of lighting.
The led shop lights installation is tighter than other shops and not easy to loosen.
DIY design, you can splicing different shapes according to personal preferences

Each tube utilizes quick connects to expedite the assembly of the panel and can be ceiling-mounted with 
the included mounting hardware. 
Hexa-tube 5 Pack LED is ideal for all vertical and horizontal surfaces with its hassle-free installation and 
quick setup.

Bright car showroom lighting with a soft diffuser makes for excellent detailing, which requires fixtures 
with higher lumen output and better light distribution due to their larger size.

Multiple Uses: These car showroom lights can be surface-mounted or suspended from the ceiling for easy 
overhead task lighting. Commercial garages include auto shops, mechanic shops, small warehouses, and 
professional workshops.



600W Car Showroom Light

ZT1028Model No.

LEDLight Source

PCMaterial

3204pcsLed beads qty

Led Tubes 57pcs

56pcsConnectors

T5LED Tube Type

6500KColor Temp.

62976lmTotal Lumens
440*23.6*38.1mm (57pcs/sets)+ 
1175*23.6*38.1mm(12pcs)

Product Size

23.6mmProduct Width

70g/pcProduct Net weight

200-240VVoltage

600WTotal Power

80Ra

Ceiling mountedInstallation method

25,000hoursLifeSpan

120degreeBeam angle
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Stuck? Confused?

Contact our Technical Support team on:
T: +44 (0)1291 446 105  E: support@ener-j.co.uk
Lines are open Mon - Fri (8am to 4pm)

Dimension


